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Abstract
It is shown that the automorphism group of an inﬁnite, locally ﬁnite, planar graph acts
primitively on its vertex set if and only if the graph has connectivity 1 and, for some integer
mX2; every vertex is incident with exactly m lobes, all of which are ﬁnite. Speciﬁcally, either all
of the lobes are isomorphic to K4 or all are circuits of length p for some odd prime p:
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1. Introduction
A graph is said to be primitive if its automorphism group acts as a primitive
permutation group on its vertex set. A lobe of a graph G is a subgraph of G induced
by an equivalence class of edges of G with respect to the equivalence relation of lying
on a common circuit. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result.
Theorem 1.1. An infinite, locally finite, planar graph G is primitive if and only if it has
connectivity exactly 1 and there exists an integer mX2 such that every vertex of G is
incident with exactly m lobes. Moreover, either all of the lobes are isomorphic to K4 or
all are circuits of length p for some fixed odd prime p.
In Section 2, we supply the needed vocabulary and list the results from other
sources as well as some elementary facts that will be invoked in the course of the
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proof of Theorem 1.1. Since the sufﬁciency of the condition is straightforwardly
handled, most of this article is concerned with the proof of its necessity. In Section 3,
we state four additional results needed to prove Theorem 1.1 (deferring their rather
technical proofs to Sections 4 and 5) and then proceed to give the proof of our main
result.

2. Background results and terminology
Let V be a nonempty set and let G be a group of permutations on V : If aAG and
W DV ; then a½W  ¼ faðxÞ : xAW g: We say that G acts transitively on V if for all
x; yAV ; there exists aAG such that aðxÞ ¼ y: For xAV ; the stabilizer of x is the
subgroup Gx ¼ faAG : aðxÞ ¼ xg: A subset BDV is called a block (of imprimitivity
with respect to G) if for all aAG; either a½B ¼ B or a½B-B ¼ |: Clearly |; V ; and
the singleton subsets of V are blocks. If G acts transitively and admits only these socalled trivial blocks, then G is primitive; if G is transitive but admits nontrivial
blocks, then G is imprimitive on V :
Proposition 2.1 (Jung and Watkins [15, Lemma 4.1]). Let G be a group of
permutations on a set V. Let B0 CV and for each nonnegative integer n, define
[
Bnþ1 ¼ fa½B0  : aAG; a½B0 -Bn a|g:
Then

SN

n¼0

Bn is the smallest block containing B0 :

Throughout this article, graphs and their subgraphs will be denoted by capital
Greek letters. We let V ðGÞ; EðGÞ; and kðGÞ denote, respectively, the vertex set, the
edge set, and the connectivity of G: If UDV ðGÞ; then /US denotes the subgraph of
G induced by the set U: The valence of a vertex x is the number of edges incident with
it and will be denoted by rðxÞ: If rðxÞ ¼ r for all xAV ðGÞ; we say that G is r-valent
and write rðGÞ ¼ r: The graphs that we consider may be ﬁnite or inﬁnite, but without
exception—and usually without further mention—they are locally finite, i.e., all
vertices have ﬁnite valence.
A graph G is said to be vertex-transitive or primitive or imprimitive if its
automorphism group AutðGÞ acts, respectively, transitively or primitively or
imprimitively on V ðGÞ: G is edge-transitive if AutðGÞ acts transitively on EðGÞ: A
block (of G) is a subset of V ðGÞ that is a block of imprimitivity with respect to AutðGÞ
acting on V ðGÞ: The ﬁnite planar primitive graphs were characterized in [5] as
follows.
Proposition 2.2. A finite planar graph is primitive if and only if it is one of the
following: (i) an edgeless graph, (ii) K2 ; (iii) a circuit of odd prime length, (iv) K4 :
A lobe of a graph G is a subgraph of G induced by an equivalence class of edges of
G with respect to the equivalence relation of lying on a common circuit. Thus any
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two distinct lobes have at most one vertex in common. (We prefer to use the term
‘‘lobe’’ (see [18, p. 86]) to the frequently used term ‘‘block’’ in order to avoid
ambiguity when we refer to a block of imprimitivity of G:)
Primitive (though not necessarily planar) graphs of connectivity 1 admit the
following characterization.
Proposition 2.3 (Jung and Watkins [15, Theorem 4.2]). Let G be an infinite graph
with kðGÞ ¼ 1: G is primitive if and only if all of the following hold:
(a) there exists an integer mX2 such that every vertex is incident with exactly m lobes;
(b) the lobes of G are pairwise isomorphic;
(c) the lobes are themselves primitive graphs not isomorphic to K2 :
Our main result, Theorem 1.1, states that the inﬁnite planar primitive graphs are
exactly those given in Proposition 2.3 but where the lobes must all be one of the two
2-connected candidates given in Proposition 2.2. The sufﬁciency of the condition in
Theorem 1.1 is immediate from these two propositions. Thus our mission for the
remainder of this article lies clearly before us: to eliminate all other possibilities. The
following observation gets us off to an easy start.
Proposition 2.4. Let G be a vertex-transitive graph.
(a) If G is not connected and has nontrivial components, then it is imprimitive.
(b) If G is bipartite, then it is imprimitive.
Denote by dð ; Þ the usual metric on a connected graph G: For each nonnegative
integer n let f ðn; x0 ) denote the number of vertices at distance at most n from some
arbitrary vertex x0 : If G is vertex-transitive, then clearly f ðn; x0 ) is independent of x0 ;
and so we write simply f ðnÞ: We say that a connected inﬁnite graph G has exponential
growth if there exists a constant a41 such that lim inf n-N ðf ðnÞ=an Þ40: The graph G
has polynomial growth and, more speciﬁcally, its growth degree is k if for some
0
constant c40 we have k :¼ inffk0 : f ðnÞpcnk for all n40g: That k is always an
integer follows from a result by Gromov (see [7]). A graph with linear growth has
growth degree 1; if the growth degree is 2, then its growth is quadratic. Next, we
eliminate graphs that ‘‘grow’’ too slowly.
Proposition 2.5 (Godsil et al. [4, Theorem 4]). Let G be an infinite, (locally finite,)
connected, vertex-transitive graph. If G has polynomial growth, then G is imprimitive.
We use the notion of an ‘‘end’’ as formulated by Halin [10]. For a locally ﬁnite
graph G; there is a simpler deﬁnition: the number eðGÞ of ends of G is the supremum
of the number of inﬁnite components of G F as F ranges over all ﬁnite subgraphs
of G: If G is vertex-transitive, then it is well known that eðGÞ ¼ 1; 2 or 2@0
(see [11,14]).
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Proposition 2.6 (Imrich and Seifter [13, Theorem 2.8 and Proposition 3.1]). Let G be
a vertex-transitive connected graph. Then G has linear growth if and only if it has
exactly two ends.
Combining this result with Proposition 2.5, we may now eliminate vertextransitive graphs G for which eðGÞ ¼ 2: We see next that the same holds for kðGÞ:
Proposition 2.7 (Jung and Watkins [16]). Let n be a nonnegative integer. There exists
an infinite primitive graph G with kðGÞ ¼ n if and only if na2:
We may now focus our attention on inﬁnite planar graphs that are 3-connected
and hence have an essentially unique planar embedding (see [12]). Thus we may
identify such a graph G with the underlying graph of a planar map and speak of the
set F ðGÞ of faces of G: If f AF ðGÞ; then the covalence r ðf Þ of f is the number of
edges (or vertices) incident with f : Two faces (or two vertices) are adjacent if they are
incident with a common edge.

3. Proof of the main result
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we require four more results. Taken together the
two theorems will imply the imprimitivity of edge-transitive, 3-connected, planar
maps; their proofs are rather technical and are deferred to Section 4. The two
lemmas pertain to the kinds of lobes that a planar primitive graph of connectivity 1
may have; their proofs are deferred to Section 5.
Theorem 3.1. All 1-ended, vertex-transitive, edge-transitive, planar graphs are
imprimitive.
Theorem 3.2. All infinitely-ended, vertex-transitive, edge-transitive, 3-connected,
planar graphs are imprimitive. In particular, the group generated by all of the
vertex-stabilizers is the stabilizer of a nontrivial block of imprimitivity.
Suppose that the edge-orbits induced by the action of AutðGÞ on the graph G in
turn induce the subgraphs Y1 ; y; Yk : These edge-transitive subgraphs are called the
layers of G:
Proposition 3.3. Let Y be a layer of a primitive graph G: Then Y is primitive and hence
a connected spanning subgraph of G:
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 2.4(a) and the fact that
AutðGÞpAutðYÞ: &
Lemma 3.4. Let G be an infinite, primitive graph that is not edge-transitive. If one of its
layers has connectivity exactly 1 with lobes that are isomorphs of K4 ; then G is not planar.
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Lemma 3.5. Let G be a vertex-transitive graph that is not edge-transitive. Suppose that
two of the layers of G are primitive subgraphs whose lobes are circuits of odd prime
length. Then G is not planar.
We now present the proof of our main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The sufﬁciency of the condition for primitivity follows
immediately from Propositions 2.3 and 2.2.
To prove the necessity of the condition, we assume that G is an inﬁnite, planar,
primitive graph.
Suppose that G is not edge-transitive, and let Y be a layer of G: Suppose that
kðYÞ41: Then Y is primitive by Proposition 3.3 and hence is 3-connected by
Proposition 2.7. However, by Propositions 2.6 and 2.5, Y would be imprimitive in
the case that eðYÞ ¼ 2 and would be imprimitive otherwise by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
Since Y is connected by Proposition 3.3, we have kðYÞ ¼ 1; and we consider a lobe L
of Y: If some automorphism of Y maps an edge of L onto an edge of L; then it must
ﬁx L: Since Y is edge-transitive, this implies that so is L:
By Proposition 2.3, L must be primitive, too, and hence 3-connected if it is inﬁnite.
Application to L of the same results cited in the previous paragraph leads to a
contradiction. It follows that all lobes of all layers are ﬁnite.
By Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, the lobes of Y either are all isomorphic to K4
or are all odd circuits of the same odd prime length. If the lobes of Y are
isomorphic to K4 ; then G ¼ Y by Lemma 3.4. Lemma 3.5 yields the same conclusion
if the lobes of Y are circuits of odd prime length. The rest now follows by
Proposition 2.3. &

4. Edge-transitive, 3-connected, planar graphs
The goal of this section is to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. These results, together
with Propositions 2.6 and 2.5, will imply that all inﬁnite vertex- and edge-transitive,
3-connected, planar graphs are imprimitive. To each such map we associate a triple
/r; c1 ; c2 S called its symbol, where r denotes its (constant) valence, and c1 and c2
denote its (not necessarily distinct) covalences. Edge-transitivity implies that around
each vertex, the covalences of its incident faces alternate between the two values c1
and c2 : When c1 ¼ c2 ; we let c denote the constant covalence. Clearly if r is odd, then
c1 ¼ c2 : The following results can be found in [8,9].
Proposition 4.1. Let G be the underlying graph of an r-valent planar map such that
about each vertex the covalences of the incident faces are alternately c1 and c2 (possibly
c1 ¼ c2 ). Then
(a) G is vertex- and edge-transitive.
(b) If G is 1-ended, then it is unique (up to isomorphism), i:e:; G is uniquely determined
by the triple /r; c1 ; c2 S:
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(c) Let
2 1
1
Q¼ þ þ :
r c1 c2
If Q41; then G is finite; if Q ¼ 1; then G has linear or quadratic growth; if Qo1;
then G has exponential growth.
We also have use for the following result.
Proposition 4.2 (Bonnington et al. [2, Lemma 2.2]). If a graph is vertex-transitive and
1-ended, then it is 3-connected.
Let G be a vertex- and edge-transitive, 3-connected, planar map. Let xAV ðGÞ and
let f0 ; y; fr 1 (subscripts to be read in Zr ) denote the faces incident with x in cyclic
order around x: If r is even, then the face opposite fi across x is the face fiþr=2 : If r is
odd, then the edge opposite fi across x is the edge incident with the two faces fiþðr 1Þ=2
and fiþðrþ1Þ=2 : Dually, let x0 ; y; xc 1 denote the vertices around a c-covalent face f ;
and let gi denote the face adjacent to f and incident with the edge ½xi 1 ; xi 
(subscripts to be read in Zc ). Since G is 3-connected, these faces are all distinct. If c is
even, we may deﬁne the vertex opposite xi across f and the face opposite gi ; across f to
be xiþc=2 and giþc=2 ; respectively. If c is odd, then the vertex xi and the face giþðcþ1Þ=2
are opposite across f.
We designate by Ga;b the class of all 1-ended, 3-connected, planar graphs X such
that aprðvÞoN for all vAV ðX Þ and bpr ðf ÞoN for all f AF ðX Þ:
The following manner of labeling locally ﬁnite planar maps is originally due to
Bilinski [1] and has been used frequently in [9]. Let G be an inﬁnite, locally ﬁnite, 1ended, planar, 3-connected graph, and let xAV ðGÞ: G may be regarded as the
underlying graph of a Bilinski diagram M in the light of the following notation:
U0 ¼ fxg; x will be called the center of G:
F1 is the set of faces incident with x:
For rX1; Ur is the set of those vertices not in Ur 1 that are incident with a face in Fr :
For rX1; Frþ1 is the set of faces not in Fr that are incident with a vertex in Ur :
Using the above terminology, a vertex in Ui ðiX1Þ is called an c-vertex if it is
adjacent to exactly c vertices in Ui 1 :
Proposition 4.3. Let the 1-ended, 3-connected, planar map G be presented as a Bilinski
diagram. Let iX1:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

If
If
If
If
If

GAG6;3 ,G4;4 ,G3;6 ; then the subgraph /Ui S is a circuit.
GAG4;4 ,G3;6 ; then cp1 for all c such that Ui contains an c-vertex.
GAG6;3 ; then cp2 for all c such that Ui contains an c-vertex.
GAG6;3 ,G4;4 and f AFi ; then f is incident with at most one edge of /Ui 1 S:
GAG3;6 and f AFi ; then f is incident with at most two edges of /Ui 1 S:

The statements in this proposition involving G4;4 are to be found in [17]; the
remaining parts are due to Bruce [3].
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that G is vertex-transitive, edge-transitive, planar,
and 1-ended, with symbol /r; c1 ; c2 S: By Proposition 4.2, G is 3-connected.
Case 1: Both c1 and c2 are even. Since G is 1-ended, its cycle space is generated by
the circuits that are the boundaries of its faces (cf. [19, Theorem 7.4]). This implies
that G is bipartite and therefore imprimitive by Proposition 2.4(b).
In all of the remaining cases we will regard G as a Bilinski diagram with center x0 :
The face f1 will belong to F1 : In each case, a second vertex y0 will be deﬁned
accordingly. Then, in the notation of Proposition 2.1, where AutðGÞ acts on V ðGÞ;
we will let B0 ¼ fx0 ; y0 g and deﬁne Bn inductively, as well as the limit set B; exactly
as in the Proposition. Thus B will be a block (of imprimitivity) of G; and we will need
to argue in each case that B is a proper subset of V ðGÞ; i.e., a nontrivial block. The
reader is referred to Fig. 1 for some of these cases and their subcases. In Fig. 1,
vertices in B are indicated by large black disks.
Case 2: Exactly one of c1 and c2 is even. Thus rX4: Without loss of generality,
assume that c1 is even. Let f1 be a c1 -covalent face in F1 ; and let y0 be the vertex
opposite x0 across f1 : Note that every automorphism of G must map c1 -covalent
faces onto c1 -covalent faces and pairs of opposite vertices across c1 -covalent faces
onto other such pairs. Since c1 X4; clearly y0 is a 0-vertex, and any other c1 -covalent
face f2 incident with y0 belongs to F2 and is incident with no vertex in U1 other than
y0 : Thus the vertex opposite y0 across f2 is a 0-vertex in B1 -U2 : It is easy to see
inductively that Bn \Bn 1 is a proper subset of Unþ1 for all nX1; and so the block of
imprimitivity B is a proper subset of V ðGÞ:
In all the remaining cases, both c1 and c2 are assumed to be odd and, without
loss of generality, c1 Xc2 : These cases will exhaust all remaining combinations of
values for r; c1 ; and c2 that, according to Proposition 4.1, imply exponential growth.
Case 3: One of the following holds:
Subcase 3a: r ¼ 3 (and hence c1 ¼ c2 X7).
Subcase 3b: rX4 and c1 ; c2 X5:
Let fh; kg ¼ f1; 2g; let f1 be ch -covalent, and let f2 be the face opposite x0 across f1 :
Thus f2 AF2 is ck -covalent. Let y0 be the vertex opposite f1 across f2 : Thus y0 AU2 ; y0
is a 0-vertex. Recall that always B0 ¼ fx0 ; y0 g: Note that under the action of AutðGÞ;
x0 can be mapped onto y0 so that f1 is mapped onto any given ch -covalent face
incident with y0 : Similarly y0 can be mapped onto x0 so that f2 is mapped onto any
given ck -covalent face incident with x0 (cf. [6, Corollary 3.6]). The ‘‘minimal’’
instance of subcase 3b is sketched in Fig. 1, from which it is obvious that the limiting
set B is a proper subset of V ðGÞ: The details are left to the reader.
Case 4: c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 3: Let f1 and f2 be as in Case 3, but let z1 be the vertex opposite
f1 across f2 :
First suppose that r is odd, and so rX7 and GAG6;3 : Let z2 be the vertex such that
½z1 ; z2 ] is the edge opposite f2 across z1 : Let f3 be the face opposite ½z1 ; z2 ] across z2 ; let
f4 be the face opposite z2 across f3 ; and let y0 be the vertex opposite f3 across f4 : Thus
fi AFi ði ¼ 1; y; 4Þ and y0 AU5 :
Suppose that for some nX1; iX2; and aAAutðGÞ; we have aðx0 ÞAUi and
a½B0 -Bn ¼ faðx0 Þg: (By the deﬁnition in Proposition 2.1, aðy0 ÞABnþ1 :) Suppose
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also that aðy0 ÞAUj for some joi and that we have chosen n to be the least value such
that this is so. Then aðx0 Þ ¼ bðy0 Þ for some bAAutðGÞ such that b½B0 -Bn 1 ¼
fbðx0 Þg:
Exactly two of the faces in Fi incident with aðx0 Þ are also incident with an edge of
/Ui S: Suppose that bðf4 Þ is such a face. Then bðf3 Þ is also in Fi ; and there are two
possibilities to consider: bðf3 Þ is incident with an edge in /Ui S or with an edge in
/Ui 1 S (and clearly not both).
If bðf3 Þ is incident with an edge in /Ui S; then we have bðz2 ÞAUi : By Proposition
4.3(c), bðz2 Þ is at most a 2-vertex. Since rX7; this implies that bðz1 ÞAUiþ1 : Applying
this argument to bðz1 Þ forces bðf2 ÞAFiþ2 and eventually bðx0 ÞAUiþ2 ; contrary to the
minimality of n: If bðf3 Þ is incident with an edge in /Ui 1 S; then we have bðz2 ÞAUi 1
and bðz1 ÞAUi 1 ,Ui because bðz2 Þ is at most a 2-vertex. This forces bðf2 Þ to be in
Fi ,Fiþ1 and eventually bðx0 ÞAUi ,Uiþ1 ,Uiþ2 :
We have shown that for all bAAutðGÞ; the face bðf4 Þ must be that unique face in
Fi 1 induced by aðx0 Þ and the two vertices in Ui 1 adjacent to aðx0 Þ: Hence
aðf1 ÞAFiþ1 and aðz1 ÞAUiþ1 ,Uiþ2 ; whence clearly j4i; which is in fact stronger than
needed.
When r is even, the argument is even simpler; moreover, rX8: Now we don’t
need z2 ; as there exists a face f3 opposite f2 across z1 : Then choose f4 and y0
exactly as when r is odd. The proof continues almost identically, and we conclude
that jXi:
Case 5: /4; c1 ; 3S: Thus c1 X7: Let f1 be c1 -covalent and let f2 be the face opposite
x0 across f1 : Thus f2 AF2 and r ðf2 Þ ¼ 3: Let z be the vertex opposite f1 across f2 and
let f3 be the face opposite f2 across z: Thus f3 AF3 and r ðf3 Þ ¼ 3: (Note that
Proposition 4.3(a) does not apply here, as GAG4;3 : In fact, all three edges incident
with f3 belong to /U2 S:) Finally, let f4 be the (unique) c1 -covalent face in F3
adjacent to f3 and let y0 be the vertex opposite f3 across f4 : Thus y0 AU3 :
Clearly there exist exactly two automorphisms of G that interchange x0 and y0
(one being a rotation and the other a reﬂection), and both map fj 2f3 j ðj ¼ 1; y; 4Þ:
If aAAutðGÞ and aðx0 Þ ¼ y0 but aðy0 Þax0 ; then aðy0 ÞAU6 : One easily veriﬁes that
for each nX1; Bn contains exactly two vertices from U3i for 1pipn:
Case 6: /r; c1 ; 3S; where rX6 and c1 X5: Again GAG6;3 : Let f1 be c1 -covalent and
let f2 be the face opposite x0 across f1 : Thus r ðf2 Þ ¼ 3 and we let f3 be either of two
faces in F2 adjacent to f2 : Finally, y0 is the vertex opposite f2 across f3 : Note that y0 is
a 0-vertex in U2 : If aAAutðGÞ and aðx0 Þay0 ; then aðy0 ÞAU4 and is also a 0-vertex
(see Fig. 2 for the ‘‘minimal’’ instance /6; 5; 3S). One easily veriﬁes in a manner
similar to that of Case 5 that for each nX1; Bn contains exactly 4i 1 r vertices from
U2i for 1pipn and no vertices at all from Ui when i is odd. &
Altogether different techniques are required to show that the analogue of Theorem
3.1 also holds for inﬁnitely-ended maps. Bilinski diagrams of inﬁnitely-ended maps
lack the orderliness of the 1-ended maps. Except for small values of i; the subgraphs
/Ui S are not circuits and are not even connected. In fact, /Ui S may have
arbitrarily many components if i is sufﬁciently large. A further difﬁculty with
inﬁnitely-ended maps comes from the fact that their automorphism groups are
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Fig. 2. Proof of Theorem 3.1, Case 6.

‘‘smaller’’ in the sense that the range of choices of automorphisms that send a given
vertex onto another given vertex (or edge-to-edge or face-to-face) is strictly smaller
than for a 1-ended map with the same parameters /r; c1 ; c2 S: For this latter reason,
we present for completeness a brief discussion of the automorphism group structure
of edge-transitive, inﬁnitely-ended, 3-connected, planar maps.
A corner of a map G is an ordered pair ðx; f ÞAV ðGÞ F ðGÞ where x and f are
incident. Clearly there are exactly two edges that are incident with each corner. A
flag is a triple ðx; e; f ÞAV ðGÞ EðGÞ F ðGÞ where e is incident with the corner
ðx; f Þ: If G is a 3-connected planar map and aAAutðGÞ; then a is uniquely determined
by its action on any ﬂag of G (cf. [6, Lemma 3.1]).
The map-automorphism (which is unique if it exists) that ﬁxes ðx; f Þ but
interchanges the two edges incident with ðx; f Þ is called a corner reflection and will be
denoted by yxf : Given a face f ; corner reﬂections extend to map-automorphisms at
corners incident with f according to only three possibilities: at all of the corners,
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exactly at alternate corners, or at none of the corners. Clearly if r ðf Þ is odd, then the
option of alternate corners cannot apply. Dually, an analogous situation holds for
the rðvÞ corners incident with any given vertex v:
The automorphism of order r=lcdðr; jÞ that rotates G counterclockwise about a
vertex x by j edges (and j faces) will be denoted by sjx : Dually, the rotation about a
face f will be denoted by sjf :
A Petrie walk P has the property that every two consecutive edges of P are
incident with a common face but no three consecutive edges have this property.
Every Petrie walk in an edge-transitive, 3-connected, planar map is either a circuit of
even length (called a Petrie circuit) or a double ray ([6, Theorem 5.3]). The
automorphism (again, unique if it exists) that advances P along itself in some given
direction by one edge is called a glide reflection and is denoted by gP :
The action upon a map by a vertex- or face-rotation preserves its orientation. The
action of a corner reﬂection or a glide reﬂection reverses orientation. A mapautomorphism reverses orientation if and only if it can be expressed as the
composition of an odd number of reﬂections (and any number whatever of rotations).
Stabilizers of vertices, faces, and Petrie walks are always subgroups of a dihedral
group Dn of order 2n; where n equals accordingly the valence of a vertex, the
covalence of a face, or the length (possibly N) of a Petrie walk. Edge-stabilizers are
always subgroups of Z2 Z2 :
In [6] it was shown that the automorphism group of every edge-transitive map in
an orientable surface is one of 14 types determined by the edge-, vertex-, face-, and
Petrie walk-stabilizers. Of these 14 types, exactly eight are realizable as inﬁnite maps
in the plane, of which only ﬁve are realizable by inﬁnitely-ended planar maps. These
types are identiﬁed by the labels: 2P ; 3; 4; 4 ; and 4P (cf. [6, Table 2 on p. 19 and Table
4 on p. 35]). Maps corresponding to types 3 and 4 are not vertex-transitive and can
be eliminated. Maps corresponding to type 2P have even covalence, and the shortest
circuits that separate ends are Petrie circuits ([6, Theorem 5.3]). Since all elements of
their cycle spaces are even, these maps are bipartite and therefore imprimitive.
Our candidates for primitivity must therefore correspond to type 4 or type 4P : In
both cases, the lengths of the circuits that separate ends are not generally known. For
both of these types, the edge-stabilizers are trivial and they have the same kind of
vertex-stabilizers; if xAV ðGÞ; then its stabilizer ½AutðGÞx is generated by the corner
reﬂections yxf at alternate corners about x: Hence s4x is extendable to a mapautomorphism of G of order rðxÞ=4; but s2x is not extendable. It follows that
the valence r is always divisible by 4. For any xAV ðGÞ; we have j½AutðGÞx j ¼
jDr j=4 ¼ r=2:
In the case of type 4 ; there are two face-orbits. Faces in one orbit have even
covalence c1 while the other covalence c2 is unrestricted. The stabilizer of a face f
in the ﬁrst orbit is generated by the corner reﬂections yxf at all corners ðx; f Þ and
hence admits the counterclockwise face-rotation s2f of order c1 =2 but does not admit
sf : The stabilizer of a face g in the second orbit is a cyclic group of order c2 generated
by sg :
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Maps corresponding to type 4P are face-transitive but have two orbits of Petrie
walks. Their (constant) covalence c is divisible by 4. The stabilizer of each face f is
akin to the vertex-stabilizers; it is generated by the corner reﬂections at alternate
corners about f : Hence ½AutðGÞf includes s4f but not s2f : If ðx; f Þ is a corner that does
not admit a corner-reﬂection, and if P denotes the Petrie walk through the two edges
incident with that corner, then AutðGÞ contains the glide reﬂection gP :
An explanation of the behaviors of these various types and their presentations,
including detailed proofs, is to be found in [6].
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let G be a vertex-transitive, edge-transitive, inﬁnitely-ended,
3-connected, planar map with valence r and covalences c1 and c2 : (Again, possibly
c1 ¼ c2 ¼ c:) From the above discussion we know that AutðGÞ is of type 4 or type
4P : Hence G has a face-orbit such that all faces f in this orbit admit the cornerreﬂections yxf at (at least) alternate corners ðx; f Þ: Let us ﬁx c1 as the covalence of the
faces in such an orbit. Thus c1 is even.
Let ðv; f Þ be a corner of G; where f has covalence c1 and the corner-reﬂection yvf is
an automorphism of G: Let ½x; v and ½x0 ; v be the two edges on this corner. Let us
deﬁne a graph F such that V ðFÞ ¼ V ðGÞ and EðFÞ ¼ ffaðxÞ; aðx0 Þg: aAAutðGÞg:
Thus F is edge-transitive. Since AutðGÞpAutðFÞ; F is also vertex-transitive.
We claim that when each edge of F is inscribed in the interior of the unique
face (of G) incident with its two endvertices, then F is a planar map. For if two
edges of F were to cross, then they must do so within the interior of a face of G:
Let a; b; c; d be consecutive vertices incident with a c1 -covalent face hAF ðGÞ and
suppose that fa; cg; fb; dgAEðFÞ: Hence there exists some aAAutðGÞ such that
faðaÞ; aðcÞg ¼ fb; dg: But then aðhÞ ¼ h; and so a is either a nonidentity element of
the stabilizer of ½b; cAEðGÞ or a ¼ s71
h : However, no such automorphism belongs to
AutðGÞ:
In this regard, we can say more about the subgraph of F spanned by the subset of
its edges inscribed in any c1 -covalent face hAF ðGÞ: If AutðGÞ is of type 4 and c1 X8;
then these edges form a circuit, called a facial circuit, of length 12c1 on alternate
vertices of the boundary of h: Otherwise we have only an independent set of 12c1
edges.
Denote by C the component of F such that fx; x0 gAEðCÞ: Clearly V ðCÞ could
have been constructed via Proposition 2.1 starting with B0 ¼ fx; x0 g and the group
AutðGÞ; from which we conclude that V ðCÞ is indeed a block of imprimitivity of G:
Thus it remains only to show that V ðCÞaV ðGÞ:
Let D be a circuit in F: Arbitrarily choose then ﬁx one side of D; and with respect
to this side, deﬁne the weight of a vertex vAV ðDÞ to be the number of vertices on the
chosen side of D that are adjacent in G to v: The weight of D is the sum of the weights
of its vertices. If D is a facial circuit, then all of its vertices have weight 0 or all have
weight r: If F contains any nonfacial circuit, we may consider the collection of all
shortest nonfacial circuits and then the subcollection of those with the least weight.
Let us denote this subcollection by S; the common length of the circuits in S by s;
and the weight of these circuits by t:
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We claim that if DAS; then all vertices of D have the same weight t=s: If this were
not so, we could assume without loss of generality the vertices y; x; x0 ; z are
consecutive in clockwise order on D; that the weight (with respect to D) of x exceeds
the weight of x0 ; and that the chosen side of D is on the right as one traverses D in this
clockwise sense. Recalling that yvf AAutðGÞ; let D0 ¼ yvf ðDÞ: (In Fig. 3 we have
drawn D in thick lines and D0 in thin lines.) Since these two circuits cross at the edge
fx; x0 g; they must cross at least once more. Let w be the ﬁrst vertex of D-D0
encountered when moving counterclockwise from y along D: Let P1 denote the
subpath of D joining x to w and containing y; and let P3 be the path through z in D
joining x to w0 :¼ yvf ðwÞ: Denote the subpath of D joining w and w0 but not
containing x by P2 : For j ¼ 1; 2; 3; let P0j ¼ yvf ðPj Þ; and let cj denote the length of
Pj : Thus c1 þ c2 þ c3 þ 1 ¼ s:
Since the circuit P1 ,P03 has length less than s; it must be facial, and the same
holds for P01 ,P3 : Since no edge of F belongs to more than one facial circuit, the
following two circuits are nonfacial: D1 ¼ P1 ,P2 ,P01 of length 2c1 þ c2 þ 1 and
D2 ¼ P3 ,P2 ,P03 of length 2c3 þ c2 þ 1: It follows that c1 ¼ c3 ; and so P1 and P3
must contain nonterminal vertices. Since D1 and D2 have length s; their weight
cannot be less than t:
The weight of D1 may be computed from the weight of D by replacing the
contributions from the nonterminal vertices on P3 by the contributions from the
nonterminal vertices on P01 ; each the former contributes r to the weight of D; whereas
their replacements in P01 contribute 0 the weight of D1 : Meanwhile, the weights of x0
and w0 with respect to D1 are the same as their weights with respect to D: Thus the
weight of D1 is less than t; giving a contradiction and proving our claim.
We make two observations:
Observation 1. If fu; zg and fu; z0 g are consecutive edges of C around some vertex
uAV ðCÞ; then there exists a face gAF ðGÞ such that yug ðzÞ ¼ z0 :

Fig. 3.
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Observation 2. If DAS is nonfacial, then adjacent edges of D are contained in
distinct faces of G:
To justify this second observation, note that if two adjacent edges of D were
inscribed in the same face of G; then the weight in D of their common incident vertex
would be 0 or r: Hence all of the vertices of D would have weight 0 or all would have
weight r; in which case D would be a facial circuit.
We next claim that if C contains a nonfacial circuit D; then V ðCÞaV ðGÞ: We will
show that vertices lying within the chosen side of D cannot be vertices of C: Since C
is connected, there exists an edge fu0 ; ugAEðCÞ such that uAV ðDÞ and u0 lies within
the chosen side of D:
Let z be a vertex on D adjacent to u and select z0 on the chosen side of D so that
fz; ug and fz0 ; ugAEðCÞ are consecutive around u (in C) and the ‘‘weight’’ of u
between these two edges is less than st: By Observation 1, there exists a face g such
that yug ðzÞ ¼ z0 : Let D0 ¼ yug ðDÞ and similarly deﬁne w; w0 ; Pj ; P0j ; etc., as above and
as shown in Fig. 4(a). Since each of the paths P1 ; P01 ; P3 ; and P03 contains two
consecutive edges from D or D0 ; Observation 2 implies that no circuit containing any
of these paths is a facial circuit. Then one easily sees that w0 ¼ w; and so all four of
these paths have the same length. Hence the circuit P03 ,P3 has length s; but its
weight is less than t because all of its vertices except u and w have weight st while w
has weight at most st and u has weight less than st; giving a contradiction and proving
the claim.
Let x; x0 ; v; and f be as deﬁned at the outset of this proof and depicted in Fig. 4(b).
(Edges of G are displayed in the ﬁgure as double lines.) For the ﬁnal argument of this
proof, we show that if vAV ðCÞ; then C must contain a nonfacial circuit; by the
previous claim, this will be sufﬁcient to conclude that G is imprimitive.
Since C is connected, it contains an xv-path S: The subgraph S,yug ðSÞ either is a
circuit or contains various circuits formed by subpaths of S and yug ðSÞ between
crossings. If any such circuit is nonfacial, we are done. So assume that all such
circuits are facial. As one moves along S from x toward v; let w be the ﬁrst vertex of
S-yug ðSÞ encountered. (Possibly w ¼ v:) Let D :¼ S½x; w,yug ðS½x; wÞ,fx; x0 g:
Since D is a facial circuit, all facial circuits in C must have odd length. Since D is
inscribed in the face f ; we also have wav:

Fig. 4.
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The only way that v could be incident with an edge of C that is ﬁxed by yxf would
be if c1 ¼ 4; but in that case, as noted above, F contains no facial circuits. Hence
there exists a pair of vertices w0 and w00 on S½w; v-yug ðS½w; vÞ such that
S½w0 ; w00 ,yug ðS½w0 ; w00 Þ is a circuit and hence a facial circuit. However, its length
is even, giving a contradiction. Thus veV ðCÞ and the proof of the theorem is
complete. &
Corollary 4.4. If G is an edge-transitive, 3-connected, planar map such that AutðGÞ is
of type 4, 4 ; or 4P ; then the union of all the vertex- and face-stabilizers of G does not
generate AutðGÞ:
Proof. First suppose that AutðGÞ is of type 4 ; or 4P : Then G is vertex-transitive. Let
H denote the union of all the vertex- and face-stabilizers of G; and consider the graph
C in the proof of Theorem 3.2. One veriﬁes that every automorphism in H maps C
onto itself. But since V ðCÞ is a proper subset of V ðGÞ; H does not generate any
vertex-transitive subgroup of AutðGÞ:
Since maps whose automorphism groups are of type 4 are exactly the planar duals
of maps whose automorphism groups are of type 4 ; and since the set H is preserved
under planar duality, the corollary also holds in the case of type 4. &

5. Forbidden combinations of layers
In this section, we prove Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. The ﬁrst proof cites the following.
Proposition 5.1 (Tutte [20]). If a finite graph is vertex-transitive, edge-transitive, and
odd-valent, then it is arc-transitive.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be an infinite, primitive graph that is not edge-transitive. If one of its
layers has connectivity exactly 1 with lobes that are isomorphs of K4 ; then G is not
planar.
Proof. Suppose that G is an inﬁnite, primitive graph, and let Y1 and Y2 be two
layers of G: Suppose that kðY1 Þ ¼ 1 and that all its lobes are all congruent to K4 : Let
L with V ðLÞ ¼ fx0 ; x1 ; x2 ; x3 g be a lobe of Y1 :
Suppose that G is planar and, without loss of generality, that when G is embedded
in the plane, then x0 lies in the interior of the circuit /x1 ; x2 ; x3 S:
Observe that for aAAutðGÞ; one has aðLÞ ¼ L if and only if EðLÞ-aðEðLÞÞa|:
Let H :¼ faAAutðGÞ : aðLÞ ¼ Lg: The restriction HjL of H to L acts vertextransitively on L: It also acts edge-transitively on L; for if it acted only cyclically on
V ðLÞ; then it would act imprimitively. Since L is odd-valent, HjL acts arc-transitively
on jL by Proposition 5.1 and hence transitively on the set of ordered pairs of distinct
vertices of L: Thus HjL contains or equals the alternating group on the four vertices
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of L: In particular, H includes automorphisms z ¼ ðx0 ; x2 Þðx1 ; x3 Þ and Z ¼
ðx0 Þðx1 ; x2 ; x3 Þ: Note that Z ﬁxes the interior of the circuit /x1 ; x2 ; x3 S while z
reverses orientation by interchanging its interior and exterior.
By Proposition 3.3, Y2 contains a path joining x0 to this circuit. Without loss of
generality, we may suppose that this is an x0 x1 -path, and we denote it by S01 : Except
for its end-vertices, S01 lies either entirely in the interior of /x0 ; x1 ; x2 S or entirely in
the interior of /x0 ; x1 ; x3 S; and without loss of generality, we opt for the latter
circuit.
We deﬁne S0j :¼ Z j 1 ðS01 Þ for j ¼ 1; 2; 3: We also deﬁne S12 :¼ Z 1 zðS01 Þ; S13 :¼
ZzðS01 Þ; and S23 :¼ zðS01 Þ: Except for their end-vertices, S02 and S03 are contained in
the interiors of /x0 ; x1 ; x2 S and /x0 ; x2 ; x3 S; respectively, while both S13 and S23
are in the exterior of /x1 ; x2 ; x3 S [see Fig. 5]. We see that L0 :¼
S01 ,S02 ,S03 ,S12 ,S13 ,S23 is a subgraph of Y2 that is homeomorphic to K4 :
Hence L0 DK4 ; and V ðL0 Þ ¼ V ðLÞ: But then S01 has only one edge ½x0 ; x1 ; and this
edge belongs to Y1 ; giving a contradiction. &
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a vertex-transitive graph that is not edge-transitive. Suppose that
two of the layers of G are primitive subgraphs whose lobes are circuits of odd prime
length. Then G is not planar.
Proof. Suppose that G is an inﬁnite, vertex-transitive, planar graph that is not edgetransitive. For i ¼ 1; 2; let Yi be a layer of G such that kðYi Þ ¼ 1 whose lobes are
circuits of length pi ; and let Di be a lobe of Yi :
Suppose that D1 -D2 contains at least two vertices. (Clearly this intersection
contains no edge.) By planarity there exist x; yAV ðD1 -D2 Þ that are simultaneously
consecutive vertices of this intersection with respect to both circuits. Since Yi is
vertex- and edge-transitive and pi is an odd prime, there exists an orientationpreserving automorphism sAAutðGÞ that rotates D1 by exactly one vertex (and by
one edge). Since the distinct lobes D2 and D02 ¼ sðD2 Þ of Y2 have at most one vertex

Fig. 5. Proof of Lemma 3.4.
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Fig. 6. Proof of Lemma 3.5.

in common and hence cannot cross, and since they lie on the same side of D1 ; we
have that x and y are adjacent on D1 see Fig. 6. By a symmetrical argument, we
simultaneously have ½x; yAEðD2 Þ; which is impossible. We’ve shown that lobes from
distinct layers have at most one vertex in common.
Suppose that V ðD1 Þ ¼ fx0 ; x1 ; y; xp1 1 g where the vertices are listed in cyclic
order. By Proposition 3.3, Y2 is connected and hence contains a shortest path S0
from x0 to x1 : Let Sj ¼ s j ðS0 Þ for j ¼ 2; y; p1 1: Note that S0 followed by S1 is a
trail in Y2 from x0 to x2 and hence contains a path from x0 to x2 ; let y1 be the vertex
on this path common to S0 and S1 : Deﬁning yj for j ¼ 2; y; p1 1; p1  0 in the
same manner, we conclude by the arrangement of lobes in Y2 that either z :¼ y0 ¼
y1 ¼ ? ¼ yp 1 or these vertices yj lie on a circuit Z in Y2 whose length is a multiple
of p1 : In the latter case, p2 ¼ p1 and this circuit is a lobe of Y2 : We note that, since
the only circuits in Y2 are entire lobes, no two paths in Y2 emanating from a lobe of
Y2 and originating at different vertices on that lobe may ever meet.
The ﬁrst edge on the path in Y2 from x0 to the central vertex z or circuit Z must
belong to a lobe O of Y2 ; let s2 denote a clockwise rotation by one edge around O:
(In Fig. 6 we have drawn in the images D0 ¼ s2 ðD1 Þ and z0 ¼ s2 ðzÞ:) The image under
s2 of the path in Y2 joining z to x1 must be a path joining z0 to s2 ðx1 Þ on s2 ðD1 Þ and
it must also be disjoint from O: As we have noted, no path from z0 other than the one
joining it to O can meet O or the path from O to xp 1 via z; yet by the planarity of G;
this is precisely what such a path must do. &
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